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PJA Embarks on Exciting Interfaith 
Partnership
Thanks to the generosity of the Leonard & Lois Schnitzer Charitable 
Supporting Foundation of the Oregon Jewish Community Foundation, 
PJA was able to move forward with an exciting interfaith partnership 
during the 2017-18 school year. In March, the middle school students 
from both Portland Jewish Academy and the Oregon Islamic Academy 
(OIA refers to the upper grades—6 through 12—at Muslim Education 
Trust) joined together to watch the Oregon Children's Theatre 
production of "In This Corner: Cassius Clay, the Making of Mohammad 
Ali" followed by getting-to-know-you activities, a discussion about 
the play, and lunch after the play at PJA. Thoughtful conversations 
and sweet friendships bloomed as students realized their many 
commonalities. According to PJA 6th grader, Liana Kressel, “The play 
about Muhammad Ali really inspired us to have confidence in ourselves. 
Another thing that I got out of the play was that you should always be 
passionate about something. I am so happy that we got to meet the 
kids from OIA.” 

In response to students' requests for more opportunities to learn with 
and from each other, we established a pen pal program and followed up with several letter writing activities with both 
the 6th and 7th graders visiting the Muslim Educational Trust in the spring. There, students met with their pen pals, 
played games, and learned about the Muslim observance of Ramadan. Liana expressed her excitement about this 
continued partnership saying, “Now our school gets to write letters to OIA so we can still be friends with people who 
might not have the same beliefs as us.”

Administrators at both PJA and OIA are enthusiastic 
about the new partnership. According to Sahar Bassyouni, 
Director of both ISMET and OIA (ISMET is the PK-5th 
grade part of MET and stands for Islamic School of Muslim 
Educational Trust), "This exchange has been an uplifting 
experience all around. Students in grades 6-8 got to 
pen-pal, watch a play, reflect upon it, and break bread 
together. They visited each other’s schools, and seeds 
were planted for a long withstanding friendship, bringing 
them together to a common ground that is only possible 
with direct personal connection and collaboration."   

During the 2018-19 school year, we look forward to building on the relationships formed by these get-togethers as 
well as introducing next year's 1st graders and our incoming 6th graders to this great partnership. How meaningful 
it is to bring Jewish and Muslim youth together, to share their lives and their religions with each other in a joyful and 
supportive environment. We believe that with each experience, students will learn more about themselves and each 
other and their understanding and empathy for what once was "the unknown" or "the other" will be deepened.

"Two Peas in a Pod" by MET 6th Grader to 
her PJA pen pal.

PJA 6th Graders visit their new friends at the Muslim 
Educational Trust.
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PJA Family Giving Circle Commits $7,200 to PJA Projects
The PJA Family Giving Circle expanded in 2017-18 and had more funds at its disposal this year, thanks 
to a generous match.  At its June meeting, the PJA Family Giving Circle reviewed the submissions from 
staff and faculty and made funding decisions, ultimately selecting four projects for PJA. Chaired for the 
second year by Rob La Forte and Carol Richmond, nine families gathered and each donated $360 to fund 
projects at PJA. Matched by PJA grandparent, Jay Zidell, the families had a total of $7,200 to divvy up among projects which 
will benefit PJA but are not currently within the PJA budget. The group met three times over the course of the year; meetings 
encompass building community, a Jewish conversation, and discussing the proposals. Ten projects were submitted for 
consideration, and four projects were funded. We are delighted to announce the winning projects:

KOL HAKAVOD: A Highly Interactive Donor Event
March 20th was a wonderful night for PJA. With all the construction completed, all of the furniture in place, and all of the 
technology humming, PJA supporters and donors had a chance to see the Learning Commons in action. The evening 
started with songs in the PJA lobby, along with drinks and tasty bites. Following a dvar torah from Shayah Kosak in our new 
Beit Midrash, we were serenaded by beautiful songs from Kim Schneiderman and our talented choir and guitar students 
in the new music room donated by the Fuss family. The evening culminated with challah and dessert in the upgraded and 
renovated PJA kitchen, donated by the Cookie and Merritt Yoelin Fund of OJCF. Our goal was to provide an evening that 
showcased the benefits and possibilities achieved through the overhaul of the PJA library and Beit Knesset, and to give a 
sense of the wonderful students PJA is transforming into mensches in the process.

• $4,000 was committed to Redesigning 
Recess, which will build upon the amazing 
work done in the last few years to establish 
the PJA Garden, as well as the purchase of 
the greenhouse, by creating "spaces" for 
students to explore, create, imagine, learn, 
and "exercise" their brains in different ways. 

• $2,000 was allocated to planning and 
creating a natural habitat, which will have 
students design and implement a plan to 
enhance our school campus by planting 
native plants, providing nesting sites for 
birds, and creating insect habitats. In the 
process, we will be creating a native habitat 
that will also be a resource for teaching 
and learning about the Willamette Valley 
ecosystem.

• $770 will be used to fund a functional, 
eco-friendly playground for the infants 
and toddlers in the Early Childcare 
program with a focus on safety, sensory 
experience, and inspiring wonder. This 
garden will provide an open invitation 
to touch, smell, taste, and explore.

• $440 will be used to build on the 
wonderful relationships formed by 
PJA's first partnership with the Muslim 
Education Trust. For Middle School 
students, these include a Sukkot 
activity at PJA, a volunteer shift at 
the Oregon Food Bank in the fall, a 
Pesach-related visit in the spring, and 
two visits to MET during the 2018-19 
school year to interact with students 
and learn more about Islam.

Other projects, not funded, 
which are still seeking 
support are:

Chai Baby: $1,000

Early Childhood Playground 
Inclusion: $3,500-$6,000

Flat files for posters: $1,000

Laser Cutter/Engraver -  
Glowforge $3,500

Maker Tool Library: $1,000

Middle School Makerspace: 
$1,000

Questions? Contact Saul Korin 
at 503.452.3427 or 
skorin@pjaproud.org.
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Preschool Teacher Selected for 
Nationwide Leadership Program
We are thrilled to share that one of our Early Childhood educators, Kim 
Krikorian, has been selected to be a fellow in the Sheva Institute for 
Early Childhood Professionals. This provides an incredible opportunity of 
growth and learning for our community. Kim will embark on a three-year 
journey of learning focused on Early Childhood education, leadership, and 
Jewish learning. Part of her role will be to provide professional learning 
opportunities for our community, as she shares with children, educators, 
administrators, and families all that she has learned. This collaborative 
opportunity for professional development will enable our entire program 
to grow.

The Sheva Institute has a progressive approach to early childhood 
education through a Jewish lens. Only 30 early childhood staff were 
chosen nationwide, and Kim will represent Oregon. Over the next three years, she will be in a learning cohort with 14 other 
classroom teachers and 15 new early childhood administrators. Most of their learning will be though the web with a personal 
mentor; however, they will also have retreats in New York, Reggio Emilia, Italy and in Israel.  

Kim, understandably, is thrilled. She says, "I am so thankful and excited for this amazing opportunity. Through this unique 
experience, I look forward to developing leadership skills using a Jewish lens. It has been a dream to learn in both Israel and 
Italy. I appreciate the support of this wonderful community, and I can't wait to share this experience with you."

We are so proud of Kim and can't wait for her to share all that she will be learning with our community.  

The Sheva Institute is a program of the Jewish Community Center Association of North America. For more information, 
please visit the JCCA website: http://jcca.org/what-we-do/cohort-learning/shevacenterleadershipinstitute/.

“My Israel” Art Show
To celebrate Israel’s 70th Anniversary, PJA students participated in Israel-themed art workshops throughout April and 
displayed their work in a show at PJA on May 3rd. During art class, students were introduced to the work of Israeli artist 
Hanoch Piven who creates playful mixed-media illustrations made with everyday objects. Students then made their own 
mixed-media artwork to celebrate Israel.

Also on display was the artwork of 4th and 7th grade students who visited the studio of PJA parent Ahuva Zaslavsky for 
a printmaking workshop. Seventh graders collaborated to create large-scale prints inspired by the geography of Israel, 
while 4th graders made individual prints related to the agricultural products of Israel. Additionally, 8th graders exhibited 
photographs from their recent trip to Israel and included statements about their experience.

Kim receives congratulatory hugs from her 
adoring students.
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8th Grade Israel Trip: An Unforgettable Experience
Every year, PJA 8th-graders have the remarkable opportunity to visit Israel along with their classmates. This year, 13 PJA 
eighth-graders and two of their teachers toured Israel along with faculty and students from two other Jewish day schools 
from the Bay Area. They explored the country, sampled the foods, rode camels, observed Shabbat, and met with locals of 
all different backgrounds. Students often speak about this trip as the highlight of their time at PJA. As the culmination of 
a PJA education, it truly is an opportunity for students to see for themselves the unique and special place that is Israel, the 
Jewish homeland. For most, it is their first time there. For Lev Barnett, it was his second. In his words he tells us why this 
second trip for him was so meaningful and unforgettable. 

"The Israel trip was special to me because I went to Israel in 4th grade, and I got to go again, this time with my friends. The 
last time, I had stayed for six months, so I had to go to a Hebrew speaking school. That made it harder for me, and I wanted 
to go home. However, afterwards, I found myself wishing I could go back. Then, when I joined PJA, I actually could.

During the trip, I got to experience 
Israel all over again and it was 
better than I remembered. I got 
to see places that I remembered 
(like the Old City and Masada), 
taste foods I loved (like falafel, 
shawarma, and halva), and even 
visit my favorite restaurant in 
Israel. I sampled dried fruit and 
fresh juice from Machane Yehuda, 
toured the Kinneret, and visited 
important historical places like 
Independence Hall and Sde Boker. The activities ranged from a graffiti tour in Tel Aviv, where we got another view of Israeli 
culture to a peaceful bike ride in the Hula. I loved it. When it was over, I was glad to get back home, but if I had the choice, 
I would do it again every year for as long as I could. I know that I’ll never forget that experience."  —Lev Barnett
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Mittleman Jewish Community Center

Moshav

Thursday,

JULY 26 5:00 pm

Sunday,

AUGUST 19 11:30 am

Eric Stern, Michelle Alany 
and the Mystics, 
and 3 Leg Torso

VISIONARY:                                                                  | INNOVATOR: Leonard & Lois Schnitzer Charitable 
Supporting Foundation of OJCF, and Urban Development Partners  | GROUNDBREAKER: Multnomah 
County Cultural Coalition, Oregon Cultural Trust, and Harold and Jane Pollin | ADVOCATE: Bluestone 
and Hockley Real Estate Services, Congregation Beth Israel, Congregation Neveh Shalom, Congregation 
Shaarie Torah, Congregation Shir Tikvah, Jewish Federation of Greater Portland, and PJ Library 
PATRON: Ben Drucker and Andrea Sanchez, Jonathan and Sarah Glass, Havurah Shalom, Anthony and 
Priscilla Kostiner, and Mark and Mindy Zeitzer.

oregonjcc.org/concert

Lev Barnett leaves a note at the Kotel.

You are invited to join us for 
a pre-concert BBQ before the 
Moshav band takes the stage.

Includes concert ticket, Kosher BBQ meal,
and drink ticket.
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PJA Middle School Students Commemorate Yom Hashoah
Yom Hashoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day) was observed on April 12th by 
PJA's Middle School in several meaningful ways. The observance began with 
survivor Ruth Bolliger, a member of the Speaker's Bureau of the Oregon Jewish 
Museum and Center for Holocaust Education (OJMCHE), sharing her family's 
story with students, faculty, and guests. Ruth was born in Czechoslovakia in 
March of 1938; just seven days prior to her birth, the Nazis invaded Austria 
where Ruth's extended family lived. Her grandfather had received a Nobel 
Prize a few years earlier, and the high standing of Ruth's family made them a 
target. Fortunately, her extended family's connections eventually helped her 

immediate family escape to the U.S. Ruth's story was captivating as were her explanations about the geography of the area, 
noteworthy historical events, and the emotional toll that living in fear as a child has caused.

Following Ruth's informative presentation, the 8th grade students led a thoughtful and thought-provoking ceremony 
featuring their original writings about the Holocaust. Through poetry and prose, many students referenced their recent 
visit to Yad Vashem in Jerusalem as part of their reflections--both what they learned and what they felt. It was a moving 
commemoration during which six candles were lit to represent the six million Jews who perished in the Holocaust. Each 
candle also represented a group impacted by the Holocaust: Jewish victims, non-Jewish victims, the 1.5 million children 
who died, rescuers, resisters, and survivors. Speaker Ruth Bolliger was invited to the stage to help light the candle in honor 
of the survivors. The event ended with a unique rendition of the mourner's kaddish which wove in the names of the ghettos, 
work camps, and death camps, HaTikvah (Israel's national anthem), and inspiring words of Anne Frank.

Later that afternoon, six Middle Schoolers participated in the OJMCHE's "Unto Every Person There is a Name" ceremony 
in Pioneer Courthouse Square. Throughout the day, leaders of the community perpetuated the memory of the victims of 
the Holocaust through a public recitation of their names and places of death. PJA students were honored to be the final 
group of the day to take part in this moving tribute.  

PJA Students Celebrate 
Israel’s 70th Birthday

In Jewish tradition, 
the number 70 
represents the 
concept of wholeness, 
or completeness.  
This year, we were 
blessed to celebrate 
the modern State of 

Israel reaching this magical number, and the seventh 
grade class at PJA made sure we all had a wonderful 
time! Our celebration began in the ballroom where the 
seventh graders led us in a ruach-filled song and dance 
marathon. Next, students “boarded” El Al flight 208, a 
nonstop super speedy flight from PDX to Ben Gurion 
airport. The onboard entertainment included a video of 
our 8th grade students enjoying Israel.

Once in Israel, all of us had a chance to visit the sites! 
Students danced in Tel Aviv, wrote prayers and placed 
them in the Kotel in Jerusalem, bargained for treats 
at a shuk in Akko, and went surfing in Eilat. They also 
visited a Bedouin Tent in the Negev, made candles in 

Yom Hazikaron Remembers 
Israel’s Fallen Soldiers
Israel Remembrance Day is the holiday commemorating 
all of the fallen soldiers of the Israeli Defense Force. For 
some students of PJA who have families and friends 
who live in Israel who didn’t come home from the IDF, 
Yom Hazikaron is a very important and heartbreaking 
day. It is honored all throughout Israel with ceremonies 
in cemeteries and a few moments of silence. At PJA, 
grades 4th through 8th take 30 minutes out of their 
day to remember the brave soldiers who lost their lives 
defending Israel. The assembly is hosted by the current 
7th grade class in the MJCC ballroom. A few volunteers 
from the seventh grade class had the opportunity to read 
the Yizkor in Hebrew and in English. Yom Hazikaron is 
one of the most important days in Israel, and it is a great 
privilege that we get a chance to honor the people who 
sacrificed their lives to protect the Land of Israel. Written 
by 7th grader, Gili Heyman.

Safed, and experienced the IDF’s boot camp. Thanks to 
our seventh graders, the students experienced the tastes, 
sounds, and spirit of Israel, and had a blast doing so.  
Yasher Koach kitah zayin!



PJA Bids a Fond Farewell to the Class of 2018
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Exciting things are happening for PJA alumna Amelia 
Wolf, Class of 2005. In the fall, she’ll be entering rabbinical 
school at the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York 
City. We were thrilled to catch up with Amelia recently to 
hear about her upcoming 
plans and how her PJA 
education helped inspire her. 

Amelia attended PJA for 
eight years, beginning in 
Transitional Kindergarten 
(TK), all the way through what 
she calls "sveighth grade" (in 
which she blended seventh 
and eighth grade and 
graduated a year early.) For 
high school, Amelia attended 
Saint Mary's Academy and the Metropolitan Learning 
Center, plus a semester at Tichon Ramah Yerushalayim 
(TRY). From there, she went on to Reed College where 
she studied Anthropology and Linguistics. For her 
semester abroad, Amelia was in the West Bank, living in 
Ramallah and learning at Bard's liberal art college in Al 
Quds University in Abu Dis. She wrote her senior thesis on 
domestic, material representations of the homeland in the 
Jewish and Palestinian diasporas.

After graduating from Reed in 2015, Amelia moved to New 
York City. She studied Talmud and other Jewish texts for 
a year at Yeshivat Hadar and for a summer at the Drisha 
Institute for Jewish Learning. Amelia currently works 
for Sefaria, a free, living library of Jewish texts and their 
interconnections, in Hebrew and in translation.

Now, years beyond her time at PJA, Amelia reflected on 
the impact of her experience.  "PJA is striking to me,” she 
says, "for something that I took for granted as a kid—how 
integrated the Jewish community there was. Through my 
friends there, I visited different shuls and learned how 
different people and families practiced Judaism in ways very 
different from how my own family did. Unlike so many other 
contexts I've been in, people treated those differences with 
basic respect - more than that, with kindness and curiosity.”

Reflecting on her teachers, Amelia says, "PJA teachers 
also taught me to hold my own ideas in high esteem, that 
my voice had value, and (this is thanks to Harriet Wingard 
especially) that anything worth learning is worth writing about 
- and creatively at that.”

Amelia’s goal is to return to the Pacific Northwest after 
rabbinical school “in a capacity that allows me to continue to 
learn and pass on Torah - especially to those who, for various 
reasons related to gender, sexual orientation, and disability, 
have been locked out of traditional text study.”

PJA Alumna Heading to Rabbinical School

Eighth Grade: A Haiku by Abe Kushner, Class of 2018

With our inside jokes

My time here was magical

Shalom, PJA  

PJA’s 8th grade graduation is a special time as we watch 
our students embark on the next phase of their education. 
PJA graduates recognize that their time at PJA has been 
unique — unlike any other school they will experience.

At PJA, students learn to read and write, not only in English, but also in Hebrew and Spanish. They learn the importance of 
Jewish text, simple stories when they were young that turned into deep lessons as they got older.

At PJA, students learn that science and Torah have connections, that math is seen in everything that we touch, that 
celebrating Jewish holidays is more than just eating apples and honey. Our students become not just cooks, but chefs, not 
just singers but composers, not just children who love to draw and paint, but artists and makers.  Here, our students learn to 
play and to make and be friends. May they always play and find joy, and know the value of true friends. 

During graduation, students give presentations reflecting on their time at PJA. One of our remarkable graduates said this:

“Graduation isn’t the end goal in itself; it is instead the beginning of the larger journey of our lives. PJA has been a 
sanctuary for my mind and for my growth. It’s really hard to say goodbye — PJA has prepared me to move on in the right 
direction. I didn’t realize it as it was happening, but PJA has been preparing me to survive and thrive outside these walls... 
My only issue with PJA... is that it ends at 8th grade.”

Mazal Tov class of 2018.  We look forward to staying connected as your carve your own unique path. 

Amelia Wolf, PJA Class 
of 2005.



Mazal tov to PJA’s Class of 2014 on their high school graduation!  
We are so proud of this impressive group! In our lobby, we have 
created a beautiful display of their photos and future plans 
on our Kol HaKavod board. These alumni are creating many 
different futures for themselves, such as: amazing gap years 
of volunteering; becoming first responders; majors such as 
Outdoor Leadership, Journalism, Vocal Performance, Business, 
Computer Science, Film, Mathematics, Design and Engineering; 
going to colleges all over the country; and so much more! We 
are so proud of PJA's Class of 2014 – Congratulations!  

In addition to finding out about their upcoming plans, we asked 
these alumni to reflect on their time at PJA and how it has 
impacted them. Here’s what one 2014 graduate had to say:

“High school has made me realize how special my eight years 
at PJA were. The teachers and faculty cared for me as if I was 
family. PJA was and will always be a comfortable home for me." 

- Melina Suarez, PJA Class of 2014

We hope all of our graduates, including the Class of 2014, 
remember PJA fondly and think of us as a true home away from 
home. We look forward to keeping in touch with this newest 
group of high school graduates as well as PJA alumni from all 
graduation years. 

Please keep in touch and let us know what you’ve 
been up to. Fill out the form on our website: 
pjaproud.org/alumni/stay-in-touch or email Lisa 
Katon at lkaton@pjaproud.org.

A partial list of their plans for next 
year include:
Gap year to pursue a dream of semi-pro/junior 
league soccer. 

Gap year volunteering with Tivnu: Building Justice.

Arizona State University 

Clarks Honors College at University of Oregon

Eastman School of Music in Rochester, NY

Florida International University

Oregon State University

Parsons School of Design at the New School, NYC

Portland State University

University of California at Davis

University of Oregon

University of Rochester

Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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The Future Looks Bright for PJA’s Class of 2014 
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A Pitch Perfect Purim Shpiel
PJA’s Kitah Hey (fifth grade), under the direction of our own 
Kim Schneiderman, put on another stellar Purim production.  
“Pitch Perfect Purim” combined a capella song with the ever 
timely message of raising one’s voice for good—just as Esther 
did so long ago. The Purim Spiel is always a highlight of our 
PJA year!

Students Use Grant Awards 
for Good
This year, three PJA 8th grade students were awarded 
grants from The Noam Stampfer Gemilut Chasadim 
(acts of kindness) Fund. The Fund is named for Noam 
Stampfer, a good friend to PJA, who was deeply interested 
in developing a school environment that would enhance 
the values of community, teamwork, honesty, and playful 
creativity in its students. The fund’s purpose is to support the 
good work that PJA students and alumni are doing in their 
local or global community.  

With the support of grant 
funds, Gabrielle Kroepfl 
took her class on a field 
trip to the Mercy Corps 
Action Center on April 
27th. Her Capstone Project 
was focused on helping 
refugees, and she wanted 

to educate her class on the refugee experience by taking 
them to Mercy Corps, a non-profit humanitarian aid 
organization. During the class visit, students learned about 
the organization and how it helps people both domestically 
and internationally. They played interactive games that 
addressed the reasons why people become displaced 
including war, persecution, and natural disasters. They 
also participated in a refugee simulation in which they 
were split up into groups and told about the members 
of their pretend refugee family. Their simulation included 
choosing items to bring on their journey, sleeping in a 
refugee camp, and crossing the border into a new country 
where they could restart their lives. Gabrielle expressed 
her gratitude for the grant which "allowed me to organize 
a meaningful and educational field trip for my classmates. 
Understanding the refugee experience could help us be 
more compassionate to refugees and to all people.”

Gabrielle’s classmate, Bella Phillips, used her grant award 
to host a Fun Run for Janus Youth Programs on May 20th.  
The run, held on the Wilson High School track, attracted 

dozens of family members, friends and supporters who made 
donations, and purchased raffle tickets and baked goods, 
all in support of Janus Youth Programs, an organization 
dedicated to supporting youth who are experiencing 
homelessness. Bella’s inspiration for creating this project 
came from her own passion for running as well as her 
commitment to helping change the lives of runaway and 
homeless youth. "I've been a runner for more than four years, 

and doing this project 
really meant so much to 
me. I'm so grateful for the 
grant to help make this 
dream happen.” Bella’s 
efforts helped to raise over 
$1,200 for Janus. When 
Bella looks back at the 
success of her fundraiser, 

she feels pride. "I realized that if I put my mind to something, 
it can really happen,” says Bella. She is thrilled that she could 
get other people in her community excited about doing 
something that benefits others.

The final grant award went to another 8th grader, Ethan 
Rosenfeld. Ethan’s award will cover costs for shipping a large 
box of soccer equipment to iACT headquarters in California 
(iACT is a humanitarian organization with several programs 
all centered around Sudanese refugees and refugee-led 
solutions).  From there, the items will be delivered to a 
refugee camp soccer program on the Chad/Sudan border. 
For Ethan’s Capstone graduation project, he collected new 
and used soccer equipment through a donation drive for the 
iACT Refugees United Soccer Academy (RUSA). The drive 
collected roughly 30 pounds of soccer balls, ball pumps and 
needles, cones, and pinnies. 
Kol Hakavod to Ethan, 
Gabrielle and Bella for truly 
embracing PJA’s motto to 
think for themselves and work 
for the world by conceiving of 
and carrying out these diverse 
and impressive projects.

Gabrielle (center) and 
classmates learned about the 
refugee experience. 

Bella's Fun Run raised over 
$1,200 for Janus Youth. 

Ethan collected soccer gear 
for refugees.

PJA 5th Graders' Pitch Perfect Purim.
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Outdoor School Exposes PJA 
6th Graders to the Wonders
of the Great Outdoors
In early May, PJA's 6th graders participated in the Multnomah 
Education Service District's iconic Outdoor School along with 6th 
grade students from around the Metro area, the purpose of which 
is to encourage connection and stewardship of our natural areas.  
This year, our students went to Camp Namanu, near Sandy, Oregon.  
For five days and six nights students were immersed in the great 
outdoors learning forest ecology in four different field studies - soil, 
water, plants, and animals. Students are mixed with students from 
other schools in their cabins as well as in their learning groups, 
providing them with the opportunity to learn with people different 
than themselves in hands-on, field experiences. Close relationships 
are formed between 6th grade students and their cabin-mates as well as with their high school student leaders, who 
guide them in everything from how to be away from home to scientific concepts like photosynthesis, chemical vs. physical 
weathering, predator-prey relationships, and the water cycle. It is a truly magical experience where summer camp meets 
science class in the heart of the Oregon wilderness.  According to one enthusiastic Outdoor School participant, PJA 6th 
grader Eli Mandel-Klein, "Catching newts in the field study focusing on water was very fun and exciting. I learned that there 
can be a watershed inside a watershed. I would love to catch newts again.”

STEAM Day Brings Classes Together for a Day of Awesome 
Cross-Disciplinary Learning
STEAM Day is when the entire PJA Day School, grades kindergarten through 
eighth, takes the morning to teach one another about a topic they have 
learned about this year through hands-on activities that relate to science, 
technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics. Students get the opportunity 
to be the experts and teach other students, usually an older grade and a 
younger grade, about their topic, as well as visit other classrooms to learn 
about what they have been doing. Activities from this year include:

• Kindergarteners taught their 8th grade buddies about 
the water cycle and creating water filters, as well as 
challenged them to build a boat that would successfully 
travel their water wall.

• One of the 1st grade classes led their 6th grade 
buddies through the engineering of a communication 
device while the other class led their buddies on a worm 
hunt as they learned about composting.

• Second graders took 7th grade visitors on a scavenger 
hunt for simple machines and explored how they made 
work easier.

• Third grade led 5th graders through the design 
process and used the program Tinkercad to create their 
designs for a model city using the 3-D printer.

• Fourth grade led 3rd grade through computer coding 
activities, forces, and magnetism.

• Fifth grade held a Plastics-Palooza in which they educated 
their 4th grade visitors about the perils and possibilities of 
one-time use plastics through a variety of stations, including 
a fashion show.

• Sixth grade gave their 1st grade visitors a tour of the stars 
and cosmos with the constellation shoeboxes they created 
and iPads.

• Seventh graders created interactive 3-D organ system 
models that demonstrated the functions of a particular organ 
system to their 2nd grade buddies.

• Eighth graders led their kindergarten visitors through the 
process of extracting DNA from strawberries.
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PJA Admissions Update
What a year it has been in the admission offices of all 
three of our programs: Afterschool, Early Childhood, 
and Day School. Each program is having record 
enrollment and continues to have inquiries and 
interest. The Afterschool program currently has over 
250 families enrolled in our four programs, Kidspace, 
Kidsplace, Kidzone, and Kidscorner/Dragon’s Den.  

In our Early Childhood program we are bursting at the seams 
with babies, and our Preschool classrooms are nearly full for 
the coming year, with wait pools at almost every age group.

Day School has its highest enrollment in many years, 
with our numbers teetering just around 200 students 
in kindergarten-8th grade. We have wait pools in 
kindergarten and 6th grade, and have just filled our 
3rd grade class as well. We have limited spots in all 
other grade levels. Our admission office continues to 
field inquiries and meet with prospective families. 

This summer our Summer Discovery program has 217 
students enrolled.  We are offering  37 classes over 
the four weeks of the program with everything from 
Legos and Minecraft,  sewing and felting, to cooking 
and gardening. Enrollment for Summer Discovery is 
accepted throughout the four weeks. It is, indeed, 
a very exciting time in all of our PJA programs!
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Afterschool at PJA Continues 
to Expand and Thrive
The PJA Afterschool Department is pleased to announce 
that our Southeast program has grown! In response to 
a considerable increase in the community's need for 
afterschool care, Kidzone has partnered with Glencoe 
Elementary administration and our state licensing specialist 
to expand program capacity. The increase has been 
approved for up to 15 more students per day. We are 
very excited to be able to better meet the needs of our 
Glencoe families. We look forward to a strong start to the 
school year this fall.

As excited as we all are about the growth in all of our 
programs, we sadly are saying goodbye to our long-time 
Admission Director, Inge Hoogerhuis. Inge has been with 
PJA day school for over 10 years and has built a strong and 
vibrant admission office. We thank Inge for all of her very hard 
work in the admission office, which has included open houses, 
outreach events, alumni relations, retention events, and, of 
course, all of the work of processing inquiries and meeting 
and touring potential new families. Thank you so much Inge, 
for all that you have done for PJA. We wish you only the best 
in your new professional home and hope that you know that 
PJA will always have its doors open to you.

PJA Science EXPO
On April 26, PJA held its annual Science EXPO. This event 
showcased the independent science projects that were 
completed by students in grades 5-8 who chose to participate 
in Science Club. This year, a record number of students gave 
up lunch and recess time, as well as considerable time outside 
of school, to complete an engineering design or science 
research project of their own design. Sara Morton, PJA’s 
Middle School Science Teacher, Michael Hyde, PJA’s Maker 
Educator, and Steve Albert, PJA’s Executive Director, served 
as mentors to the students. The Science Club met weekly to 
step through the process of topic selection, experimental 
design, data gathering, analysis and presentation. Students 
worked independently or in pairs to complete their projects.

This year’s projects addressed a wide array of topics. Some projects included: construction of a solar-powered desalinating 
device, an experiment to compare the growth of plants using freshwater vs. desalinated water, construction of a prototype 
tent to provide inexpensive shelter to the homeless, an experiment that measured the impact of caffeine on the heart rate 
of daphnia, and a project that examined the impact of an educational program on the willingness and ability of students to 
recycle. Additional topics included static electricity, pollution, animal response, motors, and many others. All of the students 
learned a great deal, and the well-attended EXPO gave each of them a chance to share their learning!

Students display their Science EXPO projects.



PJA Dor L'Dor Society Member Stacy Barna with 
her children Lily (PJA Class of 2015) and Ben (PJA 
Class of 2011).
For more information about  
Life & Legacy, contact Steve Albert  
at salbert@pjaproud.org or call 503.535.3592

PJA Dor L’Dor Society
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Special thanks to the contributors of this newsletter: Steve Albert, Lev Barnett, Richard Boyd, Elana Cohn-Rozansky, Shahar 
Eden, Natalie Haskins, Merrill Hendin, Allison Hernandez, Gili Heyman, Anna Hixon, Inge Hoogerhuis, Jana Hopfinger, Lisa 
Katon, Amy Katz, Saul Korin, Celinda Llanez,  Sara Morton, Erika Saiers, Kim Schneiderman, Alisa Scudamore.

Every effort has been made to ensure that this list is accurate and complete. We apologize if your name has been omitted 
or improperly recorded.  If so, please contact us at 503.535.3532 so we can correct our records.

Anonymous
Steven Albert and Janie Goldenberg
Bonnie Boone Altshuld and Steve Altshuld*
Ron and Judy Applebaum
Gloria Bacharach*
Alan Bacharach*
Stacy Barna
Barry and Karla Benson
Gregory Bishop and Sharon Klin*
Donna and Dick (z'l) Brownstein*
Stanley Davis*
Marlene Davis (z'l)*
Julie Diamond
Edith Dorsen
Robert Erlich (z'l)
Becky and Greg Ewer
Eleanor Fisher (z'l)
Robin and Eric Flamm
Karen and Skip Freedman*
John and Beth Germain*
Jacob Gildesheim*
Jonathan and Sarah Glass
Edward and Florence Glick  (z'l)*
Eric Goldenberg*
Erica Goldman and Jeffrey Druckman*
Adam and Robin Greenman*
Rick Haselton and Sura Rubenstein*
Merrill and Perry Hendin*

Ruth Horenstein*
Lewis and Lisa Horowitz*
Hilde Jacob (z'l)
Dr. Irvin and Dr. Jacqueline Jacobs
Sam Jacobson*
Phil Jansen and Ariel Shattan*
Garry and Judith Kahn
Hank Kaplan and Marni Glick*
Lisa Katon and Noah Kressel
Sheldon Klapper and Sue Hickey
Eric and Robin Kornblit
Jacob and Elaine Korngold*
Tony and Priscilla Kostiner*
Shirlee and ReubenLenske (z'l) *
Jordana and Ryan Levenick
Al and Rosanne Levi*
Holly R. Litwin*
Gail F. Mandel and Steven Klein
Richard and Judi Matza*
Zen Menasche-Slayen*
Vic and Toinette Menashe*
Jeffrey Menashe and Wendy Gutmann*
Larry and Joyce Mendelsohn*
Mark and Marcia Meyer*
Joel Mullin and Sheri Katz
Hillary Nasso and Ken Wittenberg*
Diane Nemer (z')*
Stacey and Marshal Oller

Ella and Herbert (z'l) Ostroff*
Robert Leonard Parnas (z'l)
Erik Richmond and Annette Demsey
Gayle and Paul Romain
Steve Rosenberg and Ellen Lippman*
Stan and Madelle Rosenfeld
David and Darcy Rubin*
Nicole Heiman Sacks and Robert Sacks*
Jerry and Bunny Sadis
Stephen and Becki Saltzman
Faye Gordon Samuels
Andrea Sanchez and Benjamin Drucker
Joan Schnitzer
Richard and Patricia Schwartz*
Ariel Shattan and Phil Jansen*
Gary and Linda Singer*
Anthony Slayen*
Kelly and Julie Smith*
Les and Martha Soltesz
Marshal Spector
Roslyn Srebnik Fund of the Srebnik Family Trust  
Carol and Noam (z'l) Stampfer*
Sherry and Steven Stone*
Rabbi Joey Wolf and Lisa Rackner*
Carrie Wynkoop and Kari Chisholm
Esther and Henry (z'l) Zabronsky*
Ken and Jennifer Zeidman
Mark and Mindy Zeitzer

*Denotes Founding Members

Dor L'Dor and Life & Legacy Donors are invited, along with their families, to join us at the Moshav concert for a 
wonderful evening of music and a L'Chaim (drink) on us. Thursday, July 26. Concert at 7:00 pm on the Green, PJA 
Playground (Schnitzer Family Campus). Register at: pjaproud.org/legacychaim. Contact: skorin@pjaproud.org.
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SAVE THE DATE: PJA ANNUAL AUCTION
Sunday, December 9, 2018

Calendar of Events
Aug. 5, 9:00 am: New Family Meet & Greet: Infant-Toddler 

Aug. 5, 10:15 am: New Family Meet & Greet: Preschool 

Aug. 20-24: Teacher Inservice

Aug. 27: First Day of School   

Aug. 31: Day School Kabbalat Shabbat

Sept. 3:  No School: Labor Day

Sept. 10-11:  No School:  Rosh Hashana

Sept. 13:  Day School Curriculum Night

Sept. 18:  12:15 pm Dismissal for Kol Nidre (Day School); 
     4:00 pm Close for Preschool and Infant Toddler

Sept. 19:  No School:  Yom Kippur

Sept. 20: Preschool Curriculum Night 6:00-7:00 pm

Sept. 21: Early Childhood Kabbalat Shabbat 8:30-9:15 am

Sept. 24-25:  No School:  Sukkot

Sept. 26-27:  All School Picture Days

Sept. 28:  Day School Kabbalat Shabbat
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